
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2
iOS, £1.99

ANGRY BIRDS GO!
iOS, Free

SCANNER PRO BY READDLE
Free for iOS

MATCH THE DOTS
Free for all

CAN YOU ESCAPE 2
Free for all

STAR WARS: TINY DEATH STAR
Free for all

HEADS UP!
iOS, 69p

NEW MUSIC

JOURNEYS OF INVENTION
Free for iPad
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WEST Lothian’s fin-
est The Extracts are
on the charge.

The boys have got
a set of pumping
songs in their
arsenal.

And they’re look-
ing to catch the eye
at King Tut’s in Glas-
gow on January 30.

Check them out
at: www.the-extracts.
bandcamp.com
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1. FIFA 14
2. Call Of Duty: Ghosts
3. Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag
4. Battlefield 4
5. Grand Theft Auto V

6. Need For Speed Rivals
7. Lego Marvel Super Heroes
8. Minecraft: Xbox 360 Edition
9. Just Dance 2014
10. Gran Turismo 6

Source: mcvuk.com

THE Modern Faces’
new single is a gem.
It’s already been

on TV shows and it’s
got a superb name
— Lufthansa.
It also has a good

lyrical story weaved
through it — making
it a job well done by
the Dunfermline lads.
Hear it and see the

video at: www.mod-
ernfaces.co.uk

THE DEADLINE SHAKES
WHO: Greg Dingwall
(vocals/guitar), Iain McKin-
stry (guitar/vocals), Martin
McLeod (bass), Thomas
Booth (drums), Michael
Muir (violin/banjo), Kiera
Pollock (guitar/vocals)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Belle &
Sebastian, Beach Boys,
Mumford & Sons
JIM SAYS: The instrumen-
tation may suggest
another bunch of wan-
nabes on the folk pop pro-
duction line. It would be
unfair to lump them in with
any scene though. They’ve
got a lot more to offer.
Floating around for

around six years now,
they are as fresh sounding
as they come.
Originally a four-piece,

Greg and Iain were child-
hood friends. They knew
Martin from school and
hooked-up with Thomas at
Uni. Recently expanding to
a six-piece, the latest rec-
ruits are Michael and Kiera.
Greg said: “I saw

Michael playing Scottish
folk in a pub and asked
him to join the band that
night. We met Kiera via
Gumtree after she moved
to Glasgow from Belfast.
We’ve been teaching her a
new weegie thing a week.
“Last week it was explain-

ing what a tenement is.”
They’ve enjoyed airplay

all over the place, includ-
ing BBC Radio 6 Music pio-
neers Steve Lamacq and
Tom Robinson. Another
highlight was playing a live
session for my buddy Vic
Galloway on BBC Radio
Scotland. Signing to Glas-

gow label Flowers In The
Dustbin just over a year
ago, The Deadline Shakes
have released a string of
well-received singles. The
latest, Bright Spot In A Bad
Year, is their finest yet.
Soaring along with its

striking melody and glori-
ous harmonies, I just can’t
get enough of it.
Greg told me: “We think

it’s the fullest arrangement
we’ve done so far, which is
good as it’s the first song
we’ve recorded using the
methods and gear which
we’re using for the album.”
Self-producing the

album, they should have it
done by the summer.
Hopefully that’ll tie in

with some more festival
appearances. Last year
they enhanced their reput-
ation with slots at
goNORTH, Wickerman and
the Kelburn Garden Party.
The Deadline Shakes have
been blown away by the

response to their music,
but it’s totally justified.
Greg said: “The reaction
has been fantastic and
above our expectations.
“It has re-affirmed to us

that most people get the
same special buzz out of a
good pop tune that we do.”
More Scottish gigs are

currently in the planning,
but next month The Dead-
line Shakes head south to
play St Catherine’s Coll-
ege Oxford’s Catz Ball.
One of the biggest

events on the Oxford Univ-
ersity social calendar, it
sounds like some experi-
ence but I doubt Kiera’s
newfound knowledge of
the Glasgow lingo will be
of much use there!
MORE: www.thedeadline-
shakes.com
Q Jim will be playing The Dead-
line Shakes on In:Demand
Uncut this Sunday from 7pm on
Clyde 1, Forth One, Northsound
1, Radio Borders, Tay FM, West
FM & West Sound FM.
www.indemandscotland.co.uk
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THE VINTAGE CARAVAN
Voyage 3.5

THE FRAY –
Love Don’t Die:
Intimate vocals
and a finger-
picked guitar build
to a foot-stomping rock-pop
chorus on this big-hearted
piece of Americana. Having
gained plenty of attention
with their massive single
How To Save A Life almost a
decade ago, The Fray bring
an authentic guitar band
sound to the mainstream.
Upcoming album Helios
looks set to be a good ’un.  4
WILL.I.AM ft MILEY CYRUS,
WIZ KHALIFA and FRENCH
MONTANA – Feelin’ Myself:
This simmering,
bass-oriented track is
reminiscent of Snoop
Dogg’s Drop It Like It’s Hot.
Daringly sparse and utterly
infectious.  4
THE ORWELLS – Dirty
Sheets: Wailing guitars and
stomping percussion mean
this scuzzy track lives up to
its sordid title. It also boasts
an equally racy video.  3.5
PAUL THOMAS SAUNDERS
– Good Women: The title
track of this Leeds singer-
songwriter’s new EP is a
glittering, synth-laden affair,
charged with emotion via
his gymnastic vocals.  3.5
BEBE BLACK – I’ll Wait:
Black’s jazz-inflected vocal
storms tornado-like through
this anthemic pop song.
Some variation in tone
would have given the track
more gravity.  3
ELYAR FOX – Do It All Over
Again: Eighteen-year-old
Fox would be better suited
to TV presenting, with his
cheeky chappy personality
outshining his modest vocal
talent on this hyperactive
track.  2.5
GOLDFRAPP – Thea: Alison
Goldfrapp’s sultry voice is
faultless on this intricately
produced, almost
mechanical sounding piece
of moving electronica.
Taken from the duo’s album
Tales Of Us.  3.5
BAND OF SKULLS – Asleep
At The Wheel: Crammed full
of high-octane bluesy riffs,
this head-banging track sets
a promising precedent for
the band’s upcoming album
Himalayan.  4
 POPPY COSYNS

VINTAGE retro-rock isn’t an
exclusive niche anymore.

That said, there aren’t
many Icelandic three-pieces
with the average age of 19 at
it – and doing damn well too.

Black Sabbath and Deep
Purple are just two of the
blatantly huge influences
worn on their similarly pro-
portioned vintage sleeves.

Craving kicks things off
with hook-laiden, hard-
rocking, Seventies swagger
while Winterland proves
their proggy credentials.

Predictably there’s noth-
ing strictly new throughout
Voyage but
the future of
revivalist rock
is in respect-
fully safe teen-
age hands.

 RL

SHAKE IT UP . . . band are now a six-piece

YOUNG guns The
Orwells are fresh
out of school — and
already ripping up
trees on both sides
of the Atlantic.
But even frontman
Mario Cuomo admits:

“Lyrically a good portion
of it is straight bulls***.”
He described their songs
as “a good mixture of fact
and fiction”.
He added: “I make it up
and it sounds cool to me.
Some of it I’ll take from
real situations. But a lot is
made up. I try to keep it
interesting — if it was just

my own experiences it
would be boring.”
The rockers are from Chi-
cago suburb Elmhurst.
Somehow between jug-

gling school, they managed
to get a debut EP out —
and followed that up with
their second one back in
September. Mario, 19, said:
“Things are great, it’s going
at a good pace but not too

much. This is the first band
we’ve all been in that’s
lasted. We started at the
beginning of high school, so
it’s been four years now.
“They were a band before

me, they didn’t have a
singer — so they approached
me in science class and
asked if I wanted to try
singing. It’s worked out.
The others all decided to

take a year off college to
see if we could support our-
selves. I never finished high
school. It was an amazing
opportunity for me. At first
my parents were pretty pis-
sed but when they saw the
reaction we were getting,
they accepted it.”
Arctic Monkeys have
also accepted it. Alex
Turner and the gang have
asked The Orwells to sup-
port them on their big US
tour later this month.
After that they head over
to play the UK — making
their first appearance in
Scotland at Broadcast in
Glasgow on February 22.
Mario said: “I remember

people showing me the Arc-
tic Monkeys in high school,
I thought they sounded cool.
Then when we got the
offer, I was like ‘wow’.
“I went back and lis-
tened to all their albums. I
was blown away.”
Lots of talk about the

band centres on their age.
To them it’s no big deal as
rock ’n’ roll isn’t for the
pipe and slippers brigade.
Mario said: “Music has
become a young man’s
game, so I feel it’s less sur-
prising for a band to be
straight out of high school
getting all this attention.
“But we don’t know how

long this will last.Let’s see
how a short blast goes first
— as doing this for 25 years
sounds like insanity.”
Q Get tour tickets and down-
loads at: www.theorwells.com

Watch video of the band at: thescottishsun.co.uk
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THE original conquerors of
iPhone gaming are back
to capitalise on the bold
new world of mobile
games – one dominated
by in-app purchases.
Horror stories about children
racking up huge bills aside,
micro-transactions don’t
necessarily ruin a game, so long
as you can retain a sense of
self-control.
If the makers are developing
quality content that is being
distributed widely for free, why
shouldn’t they capitalise on
impulsive or impatient gamers
who are willing to spend a

little to speed their progress?
Providing it isn’t intrusive, it’s
something that is accepted in
modern mobile gaming.
And that — as you may have
guessed from the long run-up —
is exactly the issue with Angry
Birds Go!
The balance is all wrong and
the way the game is geared
towards spending reduces the
free-to-play experience.
Which is especially frustrating
as Rovio have once again
delivered a slick title.
A karting title that is,
refreshingly, not a lazy rip-off

of Mario Kart. In Go! the user
has to launch their vehicle
downhill and guide it safely to
the end of the track before the
Bad Piggies characters you’re
racing.
But the warnings are there
early doors. During loading
screens, the disclaimer “This
game contains advertising and
sponsored power ups” appears.

Crystals
Achieving strong finishes earns
you coins to do up your kart
with, as you take on five very
different race types.
Just as you’re starting to really
take your Angry Birds karting
career seriously, though, the

worst happens —
your character is too tired to
continue and needs to be
replaced by another.
This is a recurring theme, with
the user having to wait half an
hour for the Angry Bird to
recharge or by using crystals you
earn sparingly in-game.
The same dilemma occurs
when unlocking new courses, as
your kart needs to be upgraded
to a certain level, costing coins
gained through using crystals.
The solution? Use real money
to progress.
This is a game designed
around in-app purchases which
hinders it dramatically and,
eventually, makes you turn off.

TURNS your iPhone into a
mobile scanner which snaps
and stores documents. So what
does it do other than just take a
picture? Well, it removes
shadow, makes images sharper
and has an algorithm which
makes things more readable. It
also detects the edges to crop
perfectly.

READY to go a bit dotty? This
game sounds and looks simple
but it is a tough little strategy
puzzle where the aim is to
connect the dots against the
clock in a set amount of moves.
There are 100+ levels to get
through and it is one of those
where once you start, it is very
hard to stop.

SEQUEL to the popular room
puzzler that is definitely not rec-
ommended for claustrophobic
gamers. You find yourself stuck
in various rooms with the goal
of getting out by finding hidden
objects to use in your escape to
the next level. If you get stuck,
there are already clue cheats all
over the web.

REMEMBER the popular Tiny
Tower with the pixel-people
graphics where you build your
way up and up. Well imagine
that with Star Wars-themed “biti-
zens” in a galaxy far, far away
and you’re there. Just a few
changes, such as restock times
cut for each delivery you make,
which TT fans will appreciate.

THIS is the classic party
game, where you have to
guess the name written on
your head, created for the
iPhone.
But it costs 69p and has

various “decks” – themes of
different names – each
costing more money.
Which begs the question,

why not just use a pen?
It is a good game but after

all the faffing about with
your mobile, it strikes us as
simpler to just jot the names
down on scraps of paper.

TOO lazy to travel to a museum
and look round? Worry no more
as London’s Science Museum
now comes to the comfort of
your own home with this cool
new interactive app which
allows you to browse more than
80 of their exhibits – and even
have a play on an Enigma
machine.

THE classic Sonic 2 title, re-mastered in
app form.
Well, it worked with the first Sonic

game, so what could possibly go wrong
here?
Nothing, actually, as it works in exactly

the same way as its predecessor – recre-
ating the iconic gameplay as it was on
your Sega Mega Drive.
It’s just hard to justify the price beyond

a sense of nostalgia, especially if you’ve
already forked out for the original.
Sonic 2 is a neat little game but its

graphics are retro and the controls
are basic, which could put off younger
gamers.

single
of the
week
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